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U.S. Department of Justice’s
Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative

Global Privacy and Information
Quality Working Group (GPIQWG)
Executive Summary and GPIQWG Items for the GAC
GPIQWG Products
Recommended to the Global
Advisory Committee (GAC)
On April 10, 2008, GPIQWG Chair Carl
Wicklund will ask GAC members for their
recommendation, via formal vote, on two new
draft products:

 Policy Development
Checklist

DRAFT for GAC Approval

Privacy Policy and Civil Liberties Development Guide
and Implementation Templates

Policy Development Checklist

This product is a
companion piece to the
GPIQWG’s hallmark
resource, the Global
Privacy and Civil
Liberties Policy Development Guide and
Implementation Templates (“Privacy Guide”)
and serves as a self-assessment checklist to
assist privacy policy authors, project teams,
and agency administrators in evaluating
whether their draft policy has incorporated all
of the Privacy Guide components.
Stage

Governance

Section
Reference

Checklist

5.1

F Project Champion: Identify the project champion to steer the development of the policy.
This person will identify the project team leader, allocate necessary resources (both human
and other), and oversee implementation and ongoing support and commitment for the
program.

5.1.1

F Point of Contact for Privacy and Civil Liberties Issues: Identify the point of contact (POC)
for privacy and civil liberties to act as the point person in the development of privacy and civil
liberties policy. The POC is involved in the development of the policy and supports
implementation and ongoing operations of the privacy program.

5.2

F Resource Justification: Perform an estimation of resource needs (e.g., number and skill
sets of team members, approximate number of hours for completion, and additional
resources, such as computers, software, and legal services).

5.3

F Project Team Leader: Identify the project team leader, who will direct and manage the
project on a day-to-day basis and lead the project team.

5.4.1

F Project Team: Appoint a multidisciplinary, multiagency project team comprising subjectmatter experts in areas of privacy and civil liberties law, public affairs or public relations
experts, technical systems design and operations experts, skilled writers, and those with
intimate knowledge of day-to-day agency operations.

 Ten Steps to Privacy
This one-page executive
overview is targeted to
high-level, managerial, and
administrative functions within
an agency to demonstrate the
ten core steps an agency can
follow to develop a privacy
policy.

Spring 2008

1.

Identify necessary resources to develop and implement a
privacy policy
x
x
x
x
x

2.

10

Steps
to
Privacy

DRAFT
April 2008

3.

4.

5.

Designate the project champion to steer development, allocate resources,
and oversee the program
Designate the privacy and civil liberties officer to support development,
implementation, and ongoing operations
Perform the resource justification to estimate resource needs
Designate the project team leader for day-to-day project management
Identify project team members—experts in areas of privacy and civil
liberties law, public affairs or public relations, technology, and operations

Identify stakeholders

Stakeholders include nongovernment organizations, advocates, the media,
and others that are essential to the development and implementation of the
privacy policy.

Develop guidance statements

These include the vision, mission, values statements, goals, and objectives for
the creation of the privacy policy.

Develop a project charter

The project charter will include an introduction, background, membership,
and the previously drafted guidance statements.

Perform necessary analyses
x
x
x

Information flow analysis to determine what personally identifiable
information the agency collects, uses, maintains, and disseminates
Legal analysis to analyze applicable laws, regulations, and policies
Gap analysis to identify legal and technological gaps

6.

Determine applicability and draft the policy

7.

Vet the policy during development

8.

9.

Use the above analyses to determine who must comply with the policy. Draft
an outline and develop policy language using the guidance statements,
project charter, and results of the analyses identified above as a guide.
Solicit commentary and buy-in from stakeholders and agency constituents
prior to finalizing the policy.

Formal adoption of the policy

Obtain formal adoption of the policy by the project team, privacy and civil
liberties officer, project champion, any governing body, and, if applicable, any
legislative body.

Roll out necessary outreach and training

Make the policy readily available to justice partners, stakeholders, and the
general public as well as ensuring appropriate training for ongoing operations.

10. Ensure accountability

Identify evaluation methods for auditing and monitoring the implementation
of the privacy policy, and incorporate revisions and updates identified through
the evaluation and monitoring process.

GPIQWG Leadership
Carl Wicklund, Chair

Executive Director, American Probation and Parole Association
(APPA)
APPA representative to the GAC

Jeanette Plante, Esquire, Vice Chair

Director, Office of Records Management Policy, Justice
Management Division, U.S. Department of Justice

About GPIQWG
GPIQWG Mission Statement
To advance the adoption of privacy and information quality
policies by justice system participants that promote the
responsible collection, handling, management, review,
and sharing of (personal) information about individuals.

GPIQWG Vision Statement
To accomplish justice information sharing that promotes
the administration of justice and public protection by:
1. Preserving the integrity and quality of information.
2. Facilitating the sharing of appropriate and relevant
information.
3. Protecting individuals from consequences of
inappropriate gathering, use, and release of
information.
4. Permitting appropriate oversight.

GPIQWG
GPIQWG Accomplishments
 Global Privacy and Civil Liberties Policy
Development Guide and Implementation Templates
 Information Quality: The Foundation for Justice
Decision Making
 Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy
Templates for Justice Information Systems
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The following are additional examples of commonplace events that can occur in any jurisdiction across the country: local
or state, small or large, urban or rural. Although these describe situations of poor information quality, it is important to note
that every day, justice practitioners also receive quality information in a timely manner and, based on that information, have
been able to effectively perform their jobs. Had information quality issues in the following scenarios been addressed, each
one would likely have had a positive outcome.
Police question a man as a result of an auto accident.
A warrant check, based upon name and date of birth,
is completed. A response supplied
from another state shows the
suspect’s name listed as one of
several known aliases used by a
career criminal. The man claims
his innocence, but because the
information supplied by the outof-state warrant regarding the
suspect’s description is close but
vague, the ofﬁcer decides to err on
the side of caution and takes the man
into custody. Back at the station,
the ofﬁcer is better able to check
with the out-of-state sheriff’s ofﬁce
and determines that a mistake has been made based
upon a name-only warrant hit with insufﬁcient
identifying data. The suspect is released. However, he is
threatening legal action.

•

A failure to enter complete terms of a restraining order
allowed a noncustodial parent to abduct a child.

•

A 27-year-old man with mental retardation is found
severely beaten near his home because his address, a
group home for the disabled, was mistakenly entered in
an Internet registry as the residence of a child molester.

•

A court clerk failed to promptly enter a recall of an arrest
warrant in the warrant database. As a result, a wrongful
arrest was made during a routine trafﬁc stop.

•

•

A middle-aged job applicant was unable to pass an
employment background screening due to a prison
guard mistakenly typing in the social security number of
an incarcerated convicted murderer as the job applicant’s
number.

A restraining order extension was not reported to
a statewide database, causing the order to appear
“expired.” Ultimately, when police responded to a
domestic disturbance report, they were unable to conﬁrm
the restraining order and unable to make an arrest,
endangering an at-risk mother and child.

• An unsubstantiated comment to police that
a certain member of the community might
be a “suspect” in a boat theft permanently
linked that resident’s name to a databasestored theft report.
This resulted in
the person being denied government
employment.

Privacy and Civil Liberties
Policy Development Guide
and Implementation Templates

•

A clerk failed to enter
complete violent-history
information on a defendant
without known security
risk information.
This
resulted in insufﬁcient
security precautions and
the death of a judge in the
courtroom.

Additional Research and Resources
Fisher, Craig, Eitel Lauria, Shobha Chengalur-Smith, and Richard Y. Wang, Introduction to Information Quality, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Information Quality Publication.
English, Larry P., Improving Data Warehouse and Business Information Quality, INFORMATION IMPACT International, Inc.
Wang, Richard Y., Yang W. Lee, Leo L. Pipino, and Diane M. Strong, “Manage Your Information as a Product,” Sloan Management
Review, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Summer 1998, Volume 39, Number 4.
English, Larry P., The Essentials of Information Quality Management, INFORMATION IMPACT International, Inc.
U.S. Department of Justice’s Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative, Privacy and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide
and Implementation Templates.
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Few professionals in any discipline will dispute that “good data is good
business.” But what is “good” data? Information quality is a multidimensional
concept encompassing critical relationships among multiple attributes,
such as timeliness, accuracy, and relevancy. Together, these attributes
contribute to the validity of the information. Good information quality is the
cornerstone for sound agency decision making and inspires trust in the
justice system and in the law enforcement entities that use information.
Quality information meets the needs of the ofﬁcials within the agency, as
well as those outside the agency who rely on the data. Such information
must enable agencies to perform their jobs efﬁciently and effectively.

What Problems Can Arise From Poor Information
Quality?
The typical triggers for poor information quality are commonplace business
challenges such as incomplete records, delays, failure to update record
information, data-entry mistakes, or improper releases of information.
Human data-entry error, technical issues, increasing information volume,
and widespread availability of data (part of day-to-day business issues
encountered by justice agencies) may lead to information quality issues.
Their very routine nature underscores the potential for routine and inadvertent
generation of inferior information quality. As data is increasingly shared
and becomes more readily and rapidly accessible electronically, justice
agency control over data quality becomes a bigger challenge.
Poor information quality can be harmful to the individual, the community,
and the justice entity. Failure to actively and continuously evaluate and
improve information quality in justice-related information sharing practices
may result in:
•
•
•

Harm or injustice to individuals
Lawsuits and liability
Population of other agency
databases with inaccurate data

Privacy, Civil Rights,
and

•
•
•

Public criticism
Inefﬁcient use of resources
Inconsistent actions within
agencies

Processes developed when most
records were on paper may not
translate well in the electronic and
digital age. A privacy, civil liberties,
and information quality policy
development-and-review effort
will promote and facilitate modern
information management and
help you remain in control of your
agency’s technologies.

•

The process promoted here does
not require you to “start from
scratch.” There are historical
and increasingly accepted “Fair
Information Principles” to guide
your agency’s efforts.

•

This document introduces the
framework for a systematic
consideration of privacy, civil
liberties, and information quality
policies and practices within your
agency. A companion Privacy and
Civil Liberties Policy Development
Guide and Implementation
Templates has been designed by
the U.S. Department of Justice’s
(DOJ) Global Justice Information
Sharing Initiative (Global) Privacy
and Information Quality Working
Group to assist your team in
its efforts to develop or revise
agency privacy, civil liberties, and
information quality policies.

 Next meeting: May 6–7, 2008, in Annapolis,
Maryland

On a busy holiday weekend,
a police ofﬁcer pulls over a
speeding driver. After quickly
checking whether the vehicle
is stolen and whether there are
warrants for the registered owner,
the ofﬁcer approaches the vehicle.
The driver presents his driver’s
license, and the ofﬁcer observes
that there are two young girls and
an adult female in the car. The
ofﬁcer runs a routine driver’s
history check and a search of the
state’s criminal history ﬁle. She
quickly discovers that the driver
has recently been released from
prison after serving a term for
3rd-degree sexual conduct with a
child. The conditions for parole
indicate that the driver is not to be
in the company of minors. The
ofﬁcer is then able to make an
arrest because an appropriate
amount of justice information
was accessible, complete, and
available at theMENtime
it was most
T OF
J
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critical.
See page 4 for more
scenarios.

Privacy, Civil Liberties, and
Information Quality Policy Development
for the Justice Decision Maker

Highlights
•

Civil Liberties
Policy Templates for
Justice Information Systems

•

September 2006

•

The following scenario
demonstrates why quality
information is critical for
justice information sharing.
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This project was supported by Grant No. 2005-NC-BX-K164 awarded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance, in collaboration
with the U.S. Department of Justice’s Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative. The Bureau of Justice Assistance is a
component of the Office of Justice Programs, which also includes the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the National Institute of Justice,
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and the Office for Victims of Crime. Points of view or opinions in this
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Recent events, such as terrorist threats and catastrophic natural disasters,
have revealed a critical need for increasing information sharing capacities
across disciplines, jurisdictions, agencies, and geographic areas. As these
needs are increasingly addressed by the application of new technologies and
cross-agency interaction, it is imperative to also focus on information quality.
The justice system depends on information sharing. With the rapid proliferation
and evolution of new technologies, increased data sharing requires increased
responsibility for information quality to ensure sound justice decision making.
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A Sign of the Times: Increasing Electronic Data
Exchange Increases the Need for Information Quality

What Is Information Quality?

Since 9/11, virtually all agree that
enhanced justice information
exchange is critical. While
pursuing a broadscale sharing
capability, decision makers within
the justice and public safety
communities must vigorously
protect our constitutional privacy
rights and civil liberties and ensure
information quality and accuracy. In
short: you need privacy, civil rights,
and information quality policies to
guide your agency’s information
sharing efforts. Difﬁcult? Yes.
Insurmountable? No. Many good
resources already exist to help
justice and public safety leaders
make the best possible policy
decisions for their information
sharing practices. This document
serves as an additional tool.
Privacy, civil liberties, and
information quality policies protect
your agency and make it easier
to do what is necessary—share
information. Focus on these
policies will (1) strengthen public
conﬁdence in your agency’s ability
to handle information appropriately,
(2) strengthen support for your
agency’s information management
efforts through developing
technologies, and (3) ultimately
promote effective and responsible
sharing of information that
supports those fundamental
concepts of the justice system we
embrace as Americans.

•

 Harm to individuals.
 Public criticism.
 Lawsuits and liability.
 Inconsistent actions within
agencies.
 Proliferation of agency databases
with inaccurate data.

•

•

and other personnel responsible
for information management. The
team must have the power to both
develop and analyze a plan and
then implement that plan. The plan
must include input and review from
interested and/or affected persons
outside of the agency.

In today’s information sharing
environment, well-developed
privacy, civil liberties, and
information quality policies help
an agency prevent problems.
Failure to develop, implement, and
maintain such dynamic policies can
result in:

Each agency should evaluate and
strengthen privacy, civil liberties,
and information quality policies
to make them more relevant to
twenty-ﬁrst century technology.
The personally identiﬁable
information maintained by agencies
—if handled inappropriately—can
cause problems for those affected.
In worst cases, personal safety is
jeopardized. These issues affect
the whole justice community,
including law enforcement,
prosecution, defense, courts,
parole, probation, corrections,
and victim services, as well as
members of the public having
contact with the justice system.
Success of policy improvement
efforts depends on appointing a
high-level member of your agency
to champion the initiative. That
person should assemble a policy
development-and-review team of
agency stakeholders, including
managers, legal staff, system
operators, technical support staff,

 Information Quality Assessment Process
Questionnaire – A list of questions (grouped by
categories) that an agency can answer to assess
whether information quality (IQ) measures are
required or have been implemented for each step of
a particular justice event (e.g., incident report). This
process (or tool) is being designed to be generalized
to a variety of justice events.
 Information Quality Program Guidebook – Evaluating
information quality is not a single task, but rather
part of an ongoing program. This Guidebook
will provide the foundation for establishing and
implementing an IQ program throughout an agency
and agency information system. The Guidebook
will answer or address: What is information quality?
Why is information quality important? What are
the processes for ensuring IQ, analyzing and
establishing organization IQ standards, establishing
the program, implementation of the program, and
evaluation? The Information Quality Assessment
Process Questionnaire, cited above, will become a
tool included in this Guidebook.

Information Quality:
The Foundation for
Justice Decision Making
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Current and Future
GPIQWG Activities
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About Global

For More Information

The U.S. Department of Justice’s Global Justice
Information Sharing Initiative (Global) serves as a
Federal Advisory Committee to the U.S. Attorney
General on critical justice information sharing
initiatives. Global promotes standards-based electronic
information exchange to provide justice and public
safety communities with timely, accurate, complete,
and accessible information in a secure and trusted
environment. Global is administered by the U.S.
Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs,
Bureau of Justice Assistance.

For more information about the GPIQWG, contact
Christina Abernathy of DOJ’s Global at (850) 385-0600,
ext. 318.
For more information about other DOJ information sharing
initiatives, go to

www.it.ojp.gov.
Bureau of Justice Assistance
This project was supported by Grant No. 2005-NC-BX-K164 awarded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance, in
collaboration with the U.S. Department of Justice’s Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative. The Bureau of Justice
Assistance is a component of the Office of Justice Programs, which also includes the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the
National Institute of Justice, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and the Office for Victims of
Crime. Points of view or opinions in this document are those of the author and do not represent the official position or
policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.

